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PRIORITY-DRIVEN BEHAVIORS UNDER THE BOSTON MECHANISM ´ PEREYRA DAVID CANTALA AND JUAN SEBASTIAN



Abstract. We study school choice markets where the non-strategy-proof Boston mechanism is used to assign students to schools. Inspired by previous field and experimental evidence, we analyze a type of behavior called priority-driven: students have a common ranking over the schools and then give a bonus in their submitted preferences to those schools for which they have high priority. We first prove that under this behavior, there is a unique stable and efficient matching, which is the outcome of the Boston mechanism. Second, we show that the three most prominent mechanisms on school choice (Boston, deferred acceptance, and top trading cycles) coincide when students’ submitted preferences are priority-driven. Finally, we run some computational simulations to show that the assumption of priority-driven preferences can be relaxed by introducing an idiosyncratic preference component, and our qualitative results carry over to a more general model of preferences.
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students to schools, families express their preferences by submitting a rank ordered list of schools to a central clearinghouse, and when a school is overdemanded, priorities are used to resolve ties. The Boston mechanism is one of the most widely used procedures. It attempts to assign as many students as possible to their first choice school, and only after all such assignments have been made, it considers the assignment of students to their second choices, and so on. In contrast to the traditional residential-based assignment, the ultimate goal of school choice mechanisms, and the Boston mechanism in particular, is to improve students’ welfare by incorporating their preferences. However, under the Boston mechanism, truthtelling is rarely optimal. Previous studies have shown that families misrepresent their preferences reflecting district school bias: they declare those schools where they have high priority in a higher position than in the true preference. We investigate whether welfare gains are possible when the Boston mechanism is used. We show that when students report their preferences reflecting district school bias, the Boston mechanism leads to the priority-optimal stable matching. Thus, the Boston mechanism achieves no welfare gains over simply assigning each student to his or her neighborhood school. Equivalently, the final allocation is purely shaped by schools’ priorities. Formalizing the idea of district school bias, we focus on the safe schools of each student. We say that a school is safe for a student if her position in the priority order at the school is higher than the capacity of the school. We consider a model where students have a common ranking over the schools and then give a bonus to their safe schools in their submitted preferences. Thus, given a profile of schools’ priorities, a profile of preferences is priority-driven if individual differences in the submitted preferences may enter only through the district school bias. The assumption captures the idea of preferences reflecting district school bias and isolates the effect of this behavior. We analyze the performance of the Boston mechanism when students’ submitted preferences are priority-driven. We first prove that there is a unique stable matching which is the outcome of the Boston mechanism, and then efficient (Proposition 1). It is well
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known that the assignment of the Boston mechanism may not be stable under the reported preferences.1 Our result shows that if students manipulate the Boston mechanism by submitting priority-driven preferences, the matching found by the mechanism is stable under the submitted preferences. Moreover, if each student has at most one safe school, the matching is also stable under the true preferences. Second, we show that when students submit priority-driven preferences, all the applicationrejection mechanisms introduced by Chen and Kesten (2015) coincide in the allocation of students to schools (Proposition 2).2 Moreover, when students have at most one safe school, we prove that these mechanisms also coincide with the top trading cycles mechanism (Proposition 3). Thus, existing mechanisms aimed at producing stable or efficient outcomes (relative to the submitted preferences) produce identical (and stable) outcomes when students play safe. Finally, we investigate the extent to which Proposition 1 holds when the condition of priority-driven preferences is relaxed. In particular, we keep the assumption that students increase the position of their safe schools in the submitted preferences, but we allow for heterogeneous preferences. We model students’ submitted preferences as the weighted sum of three components. The first component reflects a common ranking of schools, the second gives more utility to the safe school of the student, and the third component is an idiosyncratic shock. Priority-driven preferences correspond to the cases where only the first two components of the utility have positive weight. We show that as submitted preferences tend to be priority-driven (i.e., the weight of the third component tends to zero), the difference between the Boston matching and the priority-optimal stable matching tends to zero. Moreover, computational simulations show that we can relax the definition by allowing non trivial amounts of idiosyncratic shocks in students’ preferences, and our main result holds for almost all students. Many empirical and experimental papers have shown that schools’ priorities drive manipulation strategies. Abdulkadiroglu, Pathak, Roth, and Sonmez (2006) study the 1



An assignment is not stable if there exists a student who prefers a school over her assignment, and with priority at that school over one of the assigned students. 2 This family of mechanisms includes, as a particular case, the Boston and the Deferred Acceptance mechanisms.
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assignment of seats at public schools in Boston when the Boston mechanism was in place, and find that some families submitted their preferences strategically by ranking their safe school in the first positions of the preferences. Calsamiglia and G¨ uell (2014) conduct an empirical investigation in Barcelona, where the Boston mechanism is used. They find that many families apply to their safe schools, and more precisely, that families declare as their most preferred school the one where they have the highest priority. Chen and S¨onmez (2006) conduct an experiment to analyze agents’ behavior when the Boston mechanism is used. Their findings show that two-third of the subjects misrepresent their preferences using “district school bias”: they declare the district school (where they have high priority) into a higher position than that in the true preference order. Similar evidence is also found by Pais and Pint´er (2008), Chen, Jiang, Kesten, Robin, and Zhu (2013), and Chen and Kesten (2013).3 Finally, it is worth noting that there is evidence of this type of behaviors even under strategy-proof mechanisms. Indeed, Echenique, Wilson, and Yariv (2016) experimentally study the Deferred Acceptance mechanism and find that subjects, instead of acting truthfully, “skip” down their true preferences. That is, when making a proposal decision, participants take into consideration how participants on the other side of the market perceive them. In our framework, this behavior implies that students consider their priorities when submitting their preferences.4 2. The Model A school choice problem is a tuple (I, S, P, , q) where: • I is the (finite) set of students, • S is the (finite) set of schools, • q = (qs )s∈S is the profile of capacities where qs ∈ N is the number of available seats in school s, 3



With the same experimental design but in a constrained school choice environment, Calsamiglia, Haeringer, and Klijn (2010) also find evidence of these misrepresentations. 4 Additionally, the authors find that when markets have multiple stable matchings, approximately 71% of the stable outcomes are the receiver-optimal stable matchings (priority-optimal stable matchings in our model). Moreover, this last result is not explained by the use of truncation strategies because it is not observed in the experiment substantial deviations from straightforward play in the receiving side of the market.
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• P = (Pi )i∈I is the preference profile where Pi is the strict preference of student i over the schools including no-school option, • = (s )s∈S is the priority profile, where s is an injective function s : I → {1, . . . , |I|} that indicates the priority of each student at school s: i has higher priority than j if s(i) < s(j).5 Let Ri be the at-least-as-good-as relation associated with Pi . The relation sPi i means that student i prefers a seat at s to be unassigned (if iPi s we say that school s is unacceptable for student i). Let P−i denote the preferences of all students different from i. We fix throughout this paper I, S, q and , thus a school choice problem is described by P . A safe school for student i is a school s such that s(i) ≤ qs . When a centralized mechanism is used to assign students to schools, students have to report their preferences to a central clearinghouse. We denote by Q = (Qi )i∈I the profile of preferences submitted by students. A matching is a function µ : I → S ∪ I such that, if µ(i) 6∈ S then µ(i) = i, and |{i ∈ I : µ(i) = s}| ≤ qs for every s. Let M be the set of all possible matchings. A matching is stable if no student prefers being unassigned to her assigned school, and whenever a student prefers another school to her own, she has lower priority at that school than the assigned students, and there is no empty seat at that school. Formally, a matching µ is stable if: (1) (individually rationality) µ(i)Ri i for every i ∈ I, (2) (nonwastefulness) if a student i is such that sPi µ(i) for some s, then |{j ∈ I, µ(j) = s}| = qs , and (3) (no justified envy) there is no pair (s, i) ∈ S × I such that sPi µ(i) and i s j for some j such that µ(j) = s. A matching is efficient if there is no other matching such that all students are weakly better off, with one of them being strictly better off: µ is efficient if there is no other matching υ ∈ M such that υ(i)Ri µ(i) for all i, and υ(j)Pj µ(j) for at least one student



5We



will also use the notation i s j to indicate that i has higher priority than j at s.
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j. We have defined stability and efficiency considering true students’ preferences, but the same concepts can be defined with respect to submitted preferences.6 A mechanism is a function from the set of all preferences profiles for students to the set of all matchings. We denote by φi (Q) ∈ S ∪ {i} the assignment of student i when the mechanism φ is used and submitted preferences are Q. A stable (efficient) mechanism is a mechanism that associates a stable (efficient) matching (with respect to submitted preferences) for every profile of submitted preferences. We consider the family of application-rejection mechanisms (Chen and Kesten, 2015). Each member of the family is indexed by a permanency-execution period e. Given e, the application-rejection algorithm works as follows: Round t = 0: • Each student applies to her first choice. Each school s considers its applicants, and tentatively assigns seats to these students, one at a time, following school’s priority order up to its capacity. The rest of the applicants are rejected. In general, • Each rejected student, who is yet to apply to her e-th choice school, applies to her next choice. If a student has been rejected from all her first e choices, then she remains unassigned in this round and does not make any applications until the next round. Each school s considers its applicants, and tentatively assigns seats to these students, one at a time, following school’s priority order up to its capacity. The rest of the applicants are rejected. • The round terminates whenever each student is either assigned to a school or is unassigned in this round, i.e., she has been rejected by all her first e choice schools. At this point, all tentative assignments become final and the capacity of each school is reduced by the number of students permanently assigned to it. In general, Round t ≥ 1: • Each unassigned student from the previous round applies to her te + 1-st choice school. Each school s considers its applicants, and tentatively assigns seats to 6Throughout



the paper we will mention if we consider true or submitted preferences when discussing stability or efficiency.
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these students, one at a time, following school’s priority order up to its capacity. The rest of the applicants are rejected. In general, • Each rejected student, who is yet to apply to her (t + 1)e-th choice school, applies to her next choice. If a student has been rejected from all her first (t+1)e choices, then she remains unassigned in this round and does not make any applications until the next round. Each school s considers its applicants, and tentatively assigns seats to these students, one at a time, following school’s priority order up to its capacity. The rest of the applicants are rejected. • The round terminates whenever each student is either assigned to a school or is unassigned in this round, i.e., she has been rejected by all her first (t + 1)e choice schools. At this point, all tentative assignments become final and the capacity of each school is reduced by the number of students permanently assigned to it.



The algorithm terminates when each student is assigned a seat or all submitted choices are considered. The application-rejection mechanism with parameter e, denoted by φe , associates each profile of submitted preferences to the outcome of the above algorithm. As Chen and Kesten (2015) show, when e = 1 the application-rejection mechanism is the Boston mechanism (Abdulkadiro˘glu and S¨onmez, 2003), which we denote by φB , and when e = ∞ it is the Deferred Acceptance (DA) mechanism (which we denote by φDA ). Additionally, when e = ∞ and the roles of students and schools are reversed (proposals are made by schools to students), we obtain a stable and potentially different matching, which is the best stable matching for schools, and the worst stable matching for students (called the priority-optimal stable matching). The major drawbacks of the Boston mechanism are that it is not stable, and that students have incentives to manipulate the mechanism (truthful submission is not a dominant strategy). Nonetheless, the mechanism is efficient with respect to submitted preferences (Abdulkadiro˘glu and S¨onmez (2003)). The DA mechanism is stable, makes truthful submission a weakly dominant strategy, but is in general not efficient.
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3. Results The Boston mechanism induces a game where each student has to submit some preferences over schools. Truthful revelation is not always an equilibrium strategy in this revelation game, so students may have incentives to manipulate the mechanism. We consider a model where students begin with a common ranking of schools and then give a bonus to their safe schools in their submitted preferences. Thus, individual differences in the submitted preferences may enter only through the safe school bias. The following definition captures this idea.7 Assume that students’ true preferences are identical, so there exists a linear order of schools O, such that Pi = O for every i ∈ I.



Without loss of generality, let



s1 Os2 O . . . Os|S| be the common ranking of schools. Let SiF denote the set of safe schools for student i. Definition 1. Consider a profile of preferences Q. For each student i, let s˜i be the most preferred safe school at Qi : s˜i = maxQi SiF .8 Q is priority-driven if for every student i: • if s, s0 are not safe schools for i such that sO˜ si and s0 O˜ si , then sQi s0 ⇐⇒ sOs0 , and • if s is a safe school for i and s0 is not, then sOs0 ⇒ sQi s0 . The first condition requires that schools that are not safe for a student and preferred to her most preferred safe school, are ranked according to O. As for the second condition, only safe schools can weakly increase its position in the submitted preferences with respect to O. Note that a profile where all students top rank one of their safe schools is a particular case of priority-driven preferences. In addition to being natural and transparent, a common ranking allows us to isolate the effects of our behavioral assumption. 7In



our model, the hypothesis that students submit priority-driven preferences is a behavioral assumption. However, Calsamiglia and Miralles (2016) using a theoretical analysis, show that in presence of a bad school, and under some conditions on the distribution of capacities for schools, the unique Nash equilibrium is such that each student applies and is assigned to her safe school which Calsamiglia and Miralles (2016) call the neighborhood school. 8If S F = ∅, define s ˜i = i. i
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In section 3.3 we use simulations to study the effects of relaxing this assumption. The next example illustrates the definition. Example 1. There are four students {1, 2, 3, 4}, and four schools {s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 }, with q1 = q2 = 1, q3 = 2, and q4 = 1. Students’ submitted preferences (where the highlighted schools are the safe schools of each student) and priorities are: 
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Note that Q is priority-driven: students either submit the common ranking of schools O = (s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 ), as student 4 does, or increase the position of their safe schools. As there is no restriction for the “irrelevant” schools (those schools less preferred by the student than her most preferred safe school), they can be reordered as in Q1 . 3.1. The effects of priority-driven behaviors. There are many Nash equilibria in the revelation game induced by the Boston mechanism. In fact, the set of Nash equilibrium outcomes of the revelation game induced by the Boston mechanism is equal to the set of stable matchings under the true preferences (Alcalde, 1996; S¨onmez, 1997; Ergin and S¨onmez, 2006). Although a priority-driven preference profile may not be a Nash equilibrium, in this section we show that when students manipulate the mechanism by reporting preferences which are priority-driven, there is a unique stable matching with respect to preferences submitted by students which is the outcome of the Boston mechanism, and thus, it is efficient. Proposition 1. If Q is priority-driven, then there exists a unique stable matching with respect to Q. Furthermore, it is the outcome of the Boston mechanism and is efficient. Proof. See Appendix for a proof.
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Therefore, when submitted preferences are priority-driven there is a unique stable matching with respect to Q. However, this matching may not be stable under O. Example 2. Consider the market of Example 1. The outcome of the Boston mechanism is:  µB = 



1



2



3



4



s1 s3 s3 s2



 .



But student 3 prefers to be assigned to s2 than s3 and has higher priority than 4, so µB is not stable with respect to O.  In the last example, student 1 has two safe schools. If we assume that every student has at most one safe school, then the unique stable matching under Q is also stable under the true preferences. Indeed, note that the matching that assigns each student to her safe school or leaves the student unassigned if she does not have a safe school, is stable for any preferences profile where each student declares her safe school as acceptable. Corollary 1. Suppose that each student has at most one safe school and submits prioritydriven preferences, then the outcome of the Boston mechanism is stable with respect to the true preferences. Thus, when each student has at most one safe school, Corollary 1 implies that at the unique stable matching (under both submitted and true preferences), all students attend their safe schools. In this situation, schools admit their highest-priority students and there is no conflict among their priorities. Finally, note that the first condition of Definition 1 implies that students declare as acceptable all the schools that are ranked above all their safe schools. This assumption is necessary for Proposition 1 to hold. Example 3. There are three students {1, 2, 3}, and three schools {s1 , s2 , s3 }, with q1 = q2 = q3 = 1. Students’ submitted preferences (where the highlighted school is the safe school of each student) and priorities are:
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The outcome of the Boston mechanism is:  µB = 



1



2



3



s1 s3 s2



 ,



which is different from the unique stable matching:  µ=



1



2



3



s1 s2 s3



 .







3.2. The outcome of the application-rejection mechanisms and top trading cycles. Recently, many theoretical and empirical results have lead some markets to switch from one mechanism to another. For example, in 2005 the Boston Public Schools System replaced the mechanism that had been used (the Boston mechanism) by the DA mechanism. The transition from a non strategy-proof mechanism to another where it is safe for students to state their true preferences may not produce an immediate response in the behavior of participants (Abdulkadiroglu, Pathak, Roth, and Sonmez, 2006). Indeed, it may take some periods before students start to behave truthfully, and during this transition it is very likely that they will try to manipulate the new mechanism as other students did previously. The advice of previous generations may reinforce nontruthful behaviors even when a strategy-proof mechanism is in place (Ding and Schotter, 2014).
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The following proposition shows that when students’ submitted preferences are prioritydriven, two of the most popular school choice mechanisms (Boston and Deferred Acceptance) coincide in the allocation of students to schools. Moreover, the same is true for all the mechanisms in the family of application-rejection mechanisms.9 Proposition 2. If Q is priority-driven, all application-rejection mechanisms are equivalent, that is: 0



φe (Q) = φe (Q) for all e, e0 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ∞}. In particular, the Boston mechanism is equivalent to any stable mechanism.10 Proof. See Appendix for a proof.







The top trading cycles algorithm (TTC) mechanism is another well-known school choice mechanism. It is based on the algorithm introduced by Abdulkadiro˘glu and S¨onmez (2003).11 Note first that this mechanism is not equivalent to the Boston mechanism in the domain of priority-driven preferences. Indeed, the matching found by the TTC mechanism defined in Example 1 is:  µ=



1



2



3



4



s1 s2 s3 s4



 ,



which is not stable under Q: student 4 prefers to be assigned to s2 over s4 and she has higher priority than 2 at the school. If, as in Corollary 1 we assume that no student has more than one safe school, the TTC and Boston mechanisms coincide. Let φT T C denote the TTC mechanism. Proposition 3. If each student has at most one safe school and Q is priority-driven, then the Boston and TTC mechanisms coincide. That is: 9We



are grateful to an anonymous referee for suggesting us the equivalence with the application-rejection mechanisms. 10When preferences are priority-driven, it is never the case that a student applies to a school with no empty seats and where an assigned student has lower priority than her. Thus, the Boston mechanism is also equivalent to an alternative version by Dur (2015), Harless (2015), and Mennle and Seuken (2015). 11Abdulkadiro˘ glu and S¨ onmez (2003) extend Gale’s top trading cycles procedure described originally in Shapley and Scarf (1974).
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φB (Q) = φT T C (Q) for every priority-driven profile Q. Proof. See Appendix for a proof.







3.3. Robustness analysis. Given our behavioral assumption, students begin with a common ranking of schools, then weakly increase the position of their safe schools at the submitted preferences. In this section, we investigate the extent to which Proposition 1 holds when the assumption that the true preferences are homogenous is relaxed. In order to construct the simulations, we assume that each student has one and only one safe school. We simulate markets where submitted preferences tend towards priority-driven preferences, and we show that the difference between the Boston matching and the matching where each student attends her safe school (the priority-optimal stable matching) tends to zero. We model students’ submitted preferences as comprising three components: a common ranking of schools; a bonus for the safe school; and a idiosyncratic shock. The value of each component is drawn independently from the uniform distribution over [0, 1]. When positive weight is given only to the first two components, preferences are priority-driven. In these cases, we know that the outcome of the Boston mechanism is the priority-optimal stable matching. We will analyze how this result varies as we increase the weight of the third component and decrease the weight of the other two components. We construct the preferences of students and priorities as follows. First we label students such that for the first q1 students, school s1 is their safe school, for students indexed by q1 + 1, . . . , q2 , s2 is their safe school, and so forth for the rest of students. Then, for each school there are two sets of students, those for whom the school is safe, and the others students. Within each set, priorities are defined by ordering students randomly. As we have mentioned, submitted preferences are modeled by three components. The first component is a common ranking of schools which is described by a vector (α1 , . . . , α|S| ) such that α1 > . . . > α|S| , where αi is the utility derived from attending school si . The second component, denoted as βis , is positive only if s is the safe
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school of i, and zero for the rest of schools. Finally, the third component, denoted by γis , is an idiosyncratic shock for each student and school. Then, each student’s submitted preferences are defined using the following specification: uis = λ1 αs + λ2 βis + (1 − λ1 − λ2 )γis where λ1 > 0, λ2 > 0, λ1 + λ2 ≤ 1, βis > 0 if, and only if, s is the safe school of student i, and αs , βis , and γis are drawn independently from the uniform distribution over [0, 1], for i ∈ I and s ∈ S.12 For each vector (uis )s∈S , Qi is such that sQi s0 if, and only if, uis > uis0 . Let α ∈ [0, 1]|S| , β ∈ [0, 1]|I||S| , and γ ∈ [0, 1]|I||S| represent the matrices with the values for the first, second and third component, respectively. We simulate a market with 10,000 students (40 schools, each one with 250 seats). First, we draw a profile of priorities and matrices α, β, and γ. We consider 861 possible combinations of values for the weights of the components λ1 and λ2 , where each combination defines a preference profile. For each preferences profile, we run the Boston mechanism, and so as to compare its output with the priority-optimal stable matching, we compute the number of students that receive a different assignment. Then we repeat the procedure for 100 draws of priorities and matrices α, β, and γ. For each pair (λ1 , λ2 ) we show the average over the 100 draws.13 Figure 1 presents the results of the simulations. In the left plot, each curve is obtained by keeping fixed the value of λ1 and varying λ2 . The first curve from the right corresponds to the lowest value of the parameter λ1 , and as we increase its value the curve shifts to the left. In the right plot, each curve represents a value of λ2 when λ1 varies.14 Consider Proposition 1 as a benchmark to compare the results of the simulations, which corresponds to λ1 + λ2 = 1. In all these cases, the difference between the two matchings is zero. In contrast, when λ1 and λ2 tend to zero, which means that preferences tend to be fully idiosyncratic, the school assigned to almost all the students by the Boston mechanism is different from the one in the school-optimal stable matching. Second, 12Note



that the draw of αs determines the order and the preference intensity for schools. code is available on request. 14Note that the figures do not represent the fraction of students who top rank their safe school as this is only one case where students’ submitted preferences are priority-driven. 13Simulation
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Figure 1. Percentage of students attending a school different from their safe schools.



for other combinations of the parameters, we have, for example, that when the three components have approximately the same weight, 44% of the students receive the same school in each of the matchings. When λ1 = 0.15 and λ2 = 0.65, the number of students with the same allocation is 84%. Thus, our qualitative results carry over to a more general model of preferences. Third, if we fix the weight of one of the first two components, and we increase the other, then the percentage of students with different assignments tends monotonically to zero. When we compare the relative effect of λ1 and λ2 , Figure 1 shows that the component that reflects the priority-driven part of preferences (λ2 ) has a stronger effect than the other component. To see this, compare the percentage of students with a different assignment for each possible combination of (λ1 , λ2 ) of the form (x, y) and (y, x). The percentage is lower when the value of λ2 is higher. Thus, the fact that students submit their preferences giving more weight to their safe schools has a stronger effects in terms of the distance to the priority-optimal stable matching than the homogeneous component of preferences.
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4. Concluding Remarks In previous studies on school choice, researchers have typically focused on students’ preferences since priorities are fixed and imposed by the school district based on State and local laws. As a consequence they have missed the dependence of submitted preferences on priorities. In this paper, we argue that priorities may be crucial in some school choices markets, in particular, in those markets where students have incentives to submit preferences non-truthfully. The issue of learning in market design, and how markets move to equilibrium after some time away from it, has begun to be analyzed very recently (see Haeringer and Halaburda (2011) and Erev and Roth (2014)). The outcome of the Boston mechanism is stable under the true preferences when students have at most one safe school and report priority-driven preferences. This may make very difficult for agents to learn about their optimal strategies, because families will not have complaints about the stability of the assignment. Thus, agents may stay in a bad outcome of the game without learning about better strategies. 5. Appendix A. Proof of Proposition 1 Proof. Note first that when Q is priority-driven, at any stable matching with respect to Q, every student is assigned to a school which is weakly preferred to the most preferred safe school for the student according to Q. For future use, we summarize this observation in the following remark: Remark 1. If µ is a stable matching with respect to Q and Q is priority-driven, then µ(i)Ri s where s = maxQi SiF . We will construct a stable matching, and prove by induction that for all students their assignment at any stable matching is the same as in the constructed matching. Induction Basis: Consider the first choice submitted by students. We can divide the set of students into those who top rank a safe school, and those who top rank s1 . Note that those whose safe school is s1 but do not top rank it, have another safe school which
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is declared as most preferred. Given Remark 1, at every stable matching, students in the first set are assigned to the safe school that they top rank. So, assign these students to their top choices, and adjust school capacities accordingly. For the students in the second set, assign students to s1 following its priority and the adjusted capacity. Claim 1. Each of the assigned students in the second set receives the same school (s1 ) at every stable matching. Proof. Consider a student i assigned to s1 , but for whom s1 is not safe. If i receives another school in a stable matching µ, then there is a student j ranked higher than i at s1 who is assigned to s1 at µ but not in the procedure we are considering (otherwise, µ cannot be stable). Note that j first submitted choice is not s1 , because in that case she is assigned to s1 under the procedure we are describing. Therefore, j’s first choice is one of her safe schools, and then she is in the first set previously mentioned. Therefore, she is assigned to the same school at every stable matching, which is a contradiction.







Induction Hypothesis: All students assigned to their 1, . . . , k − 1 choices receive the same assignment at every stable matching. Induction Step: For those students who are not assigned, consider their k-th choice. These students do not submit any of their safe schools in the first k − 1 positions, so the first k − 1 positions of their submitted preferences are (s1 , . . . , sk−1 ). Thus, a this point schools s1 , . . . , sk−1 have filled their capacities with students who receive the same assignment at every stable matching (by the induction hypothesis). As before, divide students into those whose k-th choice is one of their safe schools, and those whose k-th choice is sk . For the students in the first set, given Remark 1, the school declared as their k-th choice is their most preferred safe school, and then they are assigned to it at every stable matching. So, assign these students to their k-th choices, and adjust school capacities accordingly. For the remaining students, assign them following schools’ priorities and adjusted capacities. Claim 2. Each of the assigned students in the second set receives the same school (sk ) at every stable matching.
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CANTALA AND PEREYRA



Proof. Consider a student i assigned to sk , but for whom sk is not safe. If i receives another school in a stable matching µ, then there is a student j ranked higher than i at sk who is assigned to sk at µ but not in the procedure we are considering (otherwise, µ cannot be stable). Note that j was not assigned previously at this step and that her k-th submitted choice is not sk , because in that case she is assigned to sk under the procedure we are describing. Therefore, j ranks one of her safe schools at position k, and then she is in the first set previously mentioned. Therefore, she is assigned to the same school at every stable matching, which is a contradiction.







Note that the last reasoning also applies to DA. In particular, no tentatively accepted student is subsequently rejected. That is, it is never the case that a student i who was tentatively assigned to a school s at step t, is rejected at a later step t0 > t. To see this, assume there is a student j who applies to s at a t0 > t, causing the rejection of i form s. Clearly, s is not a safe school of i, and neither of j. Given that Q is priority-driven, j declares s in a lower position in Qj than i does in Qi . This is only possible, if j declares one of her safe schools higher than s in Qj . Thus, before applying to s, j applied to one of her safe schools and was rejected, which is a contradiction. This implies that the outcome of the Boston mechanism is the unique stable matching under Q and, in particular, that this matching is efficient.  B. Proof of Proposition 2 Proof. The proof follows directly from noting that the logic of Proposition 1 applies to all application-rejection mechanisms. Indeed, since no tentatively accepted students are subsequently rejected during the execution of the Deferred Acceptance mechanism, neither are they during the execution of any other mechanism in the family.







C. Proof of Proposition 3 Proof. We will prove that the TTC outcome coincides with the outcome of the DA. During the execution of the TTC every student is assigned to her safe school. Indeed, suppose there is a cycle at the first step of the algorithm longer than 2. Without loss of
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generality assume the length is 4, that is, there is a cycle (i, s, j, s0 ). Then, s is the safe school of student j. But i declares s in her submitted preferences in a higher position than j does, and s is not a safe school for her (given that s0 is the safe school of student i). This contradicts that preferences are priority-driven. So, in the first step all cycles are of length 2, and each student who leaves the market is assigned to her safe school. Suppose that until step k all students that left the market were assigned to their safe school. We claim that every school which is still in the market at step k, points to a student for whom the school is safe. If this not the case, then there is a school such that one of the student for whom the school is safe was assigned previously to another school. But this contradicts the assumption that students that left the marker were assigned to their safe school (which is unique by assumption). As before, suppose there is a cycle (i, s, j, s0 ). Then, s is the safe school of student j, and s0 of i. If s is preferred to s0 in the common ranking of schools, sOs0 , then it cannot be that j prefers s0 to s in her submitted preferences. If s0 Os, then it cannot be that i prefers s to s0 in her submitted preferences. Thus, every cycle at step k is of length 2. Given that each student is assigned with TTC to her safe school, the matching coincides with DA (and is stable) by Proposition 2. 
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